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the Bible teaches, but I would have a foot note in each place and say this is

from the Bible. This fits in here and is explained from the Bible, and then

these other things are fXacts of history which we have plenty of evidence for.

Now this man has done it from an entirely different biewpoint. Mr. Burns has

taken the facts of civilization and picked out those which he considers vital,

butthen he explained it on a basis which assumes that the Bible is not a revelatiai

from God, in fact it assumes that there is no such thing as divine revelation,

and consequently he makes up l3but he includes a theory according to

which the Bible is just the result of a human process, of trialand error, where

by a sort of a queer religion developed, and he describes the development of this

religion, as he goes through the Bible. I happened to notice over here in the

account of the renaissance, in the account over here of the wonderful pa$inting,

of the renaiisance, on page 3O.end of C 1
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.....were punished beyond their deserts, well now when a man says something like

t1 he doesn't have any idea what Christianity is. He says it is thoroly pagan

as indicated by "the naked and muscular figures:' Someá/ people have the idea

that Christianity is sort of a weak immaciated sort of thing, that there is nothirg

muscular about it at all. It is not. Christianity is the red-blooded account of

a real world, and a true Christian is going to be muscular. He's got the muscles

to be muscular with, there's nothing pagan about shng muscular things, he said

that it is thoroghly pagan as indicated by these muscular figures, and the sug

gestion of a ruthless deity who punishes men beyond their deserts. Now Christian

ity teaches, the Bible teaches, that God, the wonderful gracious god, made this

good world, and then people turned away from it, )and x went into sin, and one

sin's as bad as another. You couldn't punish people beyond their deserts. If

they've turned their back on the God that made them, and Gmd gone off into widked

ness and sin, and then when God sent His son to die on the cross, that they might

be saved through Him, to reject Him and turn away, and go on still further, the

idea of picturing of ma punishing men beyond their deserts is absurd. I mean, he

just doesn't have any idea what Christaity is, and yet presemes here to tell what
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